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1
Summary

1.1 The Market Changes Rapidly 24 Hours Around the Clock
The circumstances of cryptocurrency investment change rapidly at every
tick of the clock making it difficult for the individuals and institutions to

cope with the situations with ease. Since the market of cryptocurrencies
undergoes the rapid changes 24 hours a day and 365 days around the

year, albeit with growth, a diversity of needs exists such as the adjustment
of positions, real-time responses, consolidation of investment information
and others. These considerations pose the structure whereby the general
investors cannot but suffer from the enormous losses since they come to
know such information late.

1.2 Centralization of Investment Information

In reality, the investment information with the potential of great returns

is mostly centralized by a limited number of institutions and individuals
and the price of the information itself is also very expensive. Since only
the professional investment institutions and a limited number of insiders

can access and make use of the information, the polarization of yield
accelerates among the investors.

1.3 Deceit through Fake Investment News

With the aim to maximize the return on investment, the investors collect

and analyze a variety of information in the market. However, this type
of information collected is often used to create the returns of malign
intent by packaging it into the fake news or by exploiting the speculative

inclinations of investors. Though the accuracy and reliability should be

guaranteed with the quality of information generated in the market,
the market disturbance caused by the fake news incurs huge losses on
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the side of investors. Eventually, this sheds the adverse impact on the
economy as a whole.

1.4 Distortion of Investment Information in the
Cryptocurrency Market

The problem of information unbalance is even more serious in the

cryptocurrency market. Particularly, if the market volatility is maximized,

the investors are apt to suffer from huge losses by falling into FUD

(fear, uncertainty and doubt) or FOMO (fear of missing out) conditions.
Moreover, the greatest risks arise when the actual performance falls short
of the ostensible visions which the issuer and company have suggested as
the target or when they are merely the fraud (SCAM).

1.5 Difference from the Existing Centralized Platforms
and the Objective of ATX
As the representative service for provision of investment information, it

costs more than KRW 30 million annually to use the data terminal offered

by Bloomberg yet most of the information provided is at the level of
fundamental data. This is too much expensive and difficult for individuals

to use. For this reason, it is the current reality that most individuals get

the information by way of news, SNS messages or words of mouths to
get engaged in the trading. Only specific institutions use the Bloomberg
terminals. The users of Bloomberg terminals are more than 300 thousand

globally including all of the domestic and overseas financial institutions
and Bloomberg realizes more than USD 7 billion annually in revenue solely
by way of the use fee of the information terminal.

AXT aims to decentralize the investment information like that of
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Bloomberg and the trading platform as well and to facilitate the trading

by providing the investors with the high-level information necessary for
investment rather than the simple naïve data. As the open platform to
welcome the participation of everybody, AXT can be freely used by any
users from the institutions and professional trading users to the general
users and others and, along with the functions provided by AXT, a diversity

of additional functions can be directly created and experienced at the
platform such as the indices necessary for trading, indicators, statistics
and others.

The general users of AXT can make use of and evaluate the analysis
information and experience the trading by following specific users. By way

of these activities, they can nourish the skills related to the centralized
investment information and trading and each individual can accumulate

the investment experience of the highest caliber. Ultimately, they may

be able to experience the world of novel trading creating the value and
realizing the returns through the AXT platform.

AXT will share the opportunities for unrestricted trading as well as
the investment information with individuals while enabling the use

of its platform for varied relevant functions from settlement to social
networking and even with the diverse automation programs. It will protect

and compensate the investors based on the versatile policies to steadily
enhance the value of AXT tokens.
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2.AXT Platform

AXT offers the BOT to allow the use of the

integrated API compatible with the different
exchanges of cryptocurrency all around the
world.
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2
AXT
Platform

2.1 AXT Platform Summary

AXT offers the BOT to allow the use of the integrated API compatible
with the different exchanges of cryptocurrency all around the world.
First, it enables the users to access the platform without restrictions in
region from all over the world. Second, by utilizing the trading BOT (WS)
for arbitrage trading, we will aid the investors to effectively execute the
transactions at different exchanges to create the profit margins.

AXT(Alliance X Trading) : COIN Auto trading BOT
The “cryptocurrency” leading the revival of blockchain markets is getting

ever more sophisticated by the development of diversified derivatives,
the authentication based on DID and others under the initiatives of

“decentralized financial markets (Defi)”. The AXT chain aims to achieve the

advanced development and stabilization of the cryptocurrency market

as the foundation of the blockchain industry and to provide the trading
experience of the new type. Due to the information asymmetry with
the existing institutions, the individuals have been relatively deprived
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from the losses. To rectify these problems, the AXT platform provides
the individuals with the same information and related services as those
offered to the institutions as well as the trading model.

Being rendered on the basis of the business mechanism and the
professional trading architecture, the AXT platform will provide the

renewed motivation to the cryptocurrency market thereby giving rise to a
novel innovation. The fundamental AXT is driven by the following system.

3S System

Smart: The effective trading by confirmation of the accurate
timing based on the use of supporting indicators

Simple: The easy and convenient trading based on simplified
UI/UX

Sleepless: The automated trading based on the monitoring and
analysis of the market 24 hours a day

The supporting indicators sufficiently easy for understanding even by the

ordinary users are provided to allow the check of accurate trade timing.
Rather than the complicated functions offered by the existing exchanges,
the intuitive and easy UI/UX enable the simple trading.

In the cryptocurrency market, there are two major types of transactions

offered to the general users including the automated transactions and the

transactions executed based on the predefined algorithm. AXT particularly
focuses on the automated transactions based on BOT. Though the relative
share of the automated transactions is lower in the cryptocurrency market

than in the stock market, the transactions based on the use of BOT have a
bright potential for further growth in the future.
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Renaissance Technologies renowned for algorithm-based transactions

marked the top rank in the world with the annual average yield of 39%
posted ever since its foundation in 1988. This is higher by 200 times

than the cumulative yield achieved by Berkshire Hathaway famous as
the investment genius on the basis of the investment in the traditional
stock markets, bond markets and spot markets. The algorithm-based

transactions are yet in the introduction stage in the cryptocurrency

market and the investment opportunities with the algorithm-based
transactions are expected to be far greater than in the existing traditional
markets due to the inefficiencies inherent in the market. Up to 2022, the
AXT BOT will play its role as the major means for execution of trading in

the cryptocurrency market and the AXT platform will aid everybody to
execute the trading more conveniently.

The AXT platform will emerge as the solution indispensable for investment
in the cryptocurrency market. Even without the direct access to the

exchanges, the participants can be allowed the access by way of the
AXT platform and they may be allowed to develop, use and execute the
transactions by utilizing the BOT in the system. Being composed of the

reliable blockchain and the smart contract system, the platform can

be utilized by the people all over the world with access to the Internet
connections.

In addition to the above, the additional indices and data will be provided
to help the participants in development of BOT by developing new indices
based on the data from the “main net” and by processing the data. By way

of this, we will develop a new business model to accomplish a new type of
“decentralization” on top of the centralized exchanges.
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2.2 AXT Platform - DCS(Data Crawling Store)

DCS (Data Crawling Store) at the AXT platform will lay stress on the
development of new indices based on the processing of data related to

the tokens such as ERC-20 tokens listed with the exchanges on the basis of

the main net and the development of additional services to be used with
the trading BOT.

1) Development of Decentralized Platform for Analysis of Investment
Information

Rather than the type to have centralized control with the creation and
provision of the analysis information based on data, the reliability and

productivity of diverse information can be enhanced on the basis of the
participation, evaluation/analysis/review after use and others of the users.

2) A Platform in the Form of Alliance between Investors and Developers

The investors with capital and the developers short of funds provide a

novel trading experience jointly in the form of an alliance with each other.
By providing their funds to the developers by way of subscription fees, the

investors can have diverse functions furnished such as the new supporting
indicators, indices, transaction trends and others based on data.

3) Development of New Contents for Trading

The existing analysis information used to be spread by blogs, communities,
SNS messages and others but it was difficult to create the direct returns
with such information. At the AXT platform, the analysis information can
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as evaluation and new upgraded contents can be developed and provided
on the basis of the immediate feedback.

4) Consistent and Objective Evaluation of Contents

The result of analysis is exposed for evaluation by the community users
and can be improved based on the feedback from the review. Most of
these evaluation systems are quite vulnerable to the malign comments.
However, the evaluation system offered at the AXT platform is consistent

and will have the malign comments removed since it uses only the items
with the personal feelings precluded. Since the value of the contents
developed will be more enhanced the more positive an evaluation is with
the higher grade assigned, the contents of ever higher quality will continue
to be developed.

2.3 AXT Platform - Alliance Trading(AT) Engine

The system is driven by the trading engine called Alliance Trading

(referred to “AT” hereinafter) provided at the AXT platform. Based on the
automated linkage established with the API at each exchange, AT allows

the users to place the orders for trading remotely and has the transaction

executed automatically once the trigger conditions for the orders are
satisfied. The notifications are forwarded automatically when the varied

trigger conditions and the time set by the user are satisfied and reached.
The major strategies are as follows.
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Examples of Major Fundamental Strategies
Function

Description

Trend Following Strategy

Trading based on the trends such as trading
according to the moving average lines,
channel breakout strategies and others

Arbitrage Opportunities

Arbitrage transactions based on the price
discrepancies among the exchanges

Rebalacing strategy

Trading based on the volatility of the relative
share of the cryptocurrency of interest in the
overall markets

Mean Reveation Strategy

Execution of trading when the volatility
is enhanced based on the expectation of
regression to mean of the value of assets

Volume Weighted Average Pricing

Placement of orders in splits depending on
the transaction volumes at the price or within
the interval set

Time Weighted average Pricing

Placement of orders in splits depending on
the time at the price or within the interval set

Front running strategy

Execution of transactions in advance after
analysis of trading orders of large scales
based on the algorithm predefined

Machine Learning Strategy

The trading strategies are suggested after AI
learns the diversified strategies on the basis
of big data

As a special feature offered solely with AT, the users are allowed to directly
add and manage their own functions in addition to the functions provided
basically. Moreover, the functions developed by users at AXT DCS (Data
Crawling Store) can be experienced and also used with a fee paid.

2.4 AXT Platform - AT Mirror Trading (ATMT)

Mirror Trading (ATMT) offered in addition at AT is the essential function

of AT. ATMT is an innovational function to enable the trader to send all
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entry prices to the stop loss and target prices to the AT users and to
have the transaction executed automatically once the users make the

decision for entry and the entry quantity. At present, a great number of
users are involved in the trading on the basis of the analysis capability
and information available from the so-called investment experts. With

this feature utilized, the complex trading services can be utilized when the
specific ranges for purchase or sales are identified and the follower group
is formed.

2.5 AXT Platform - ATR(AT Ranker)

The ATR system is a system inherent in the AT platform to deliver the

information from the expert traders and the AI trading system with priority
to the holders who staked a certain quantity or more of AXT tokens. The
ATR system provides the notifications with priority depending on the ratio

of staking in regard of the information generated and updated at the AXT

platform. Apart from the use fee of the AT platform described above, the
system assigns the ranking from the top for the users using the AT system

based on quantity of tokens staked. For instance, if the minimum quantity
of staking is set at 10,000 units, the relevant information is provided with
priority to the users who staked 10,000 or more units.
ATMT
Staking or payment of
subscription fee

Use of simple functions at AT
platform,
Confirmation necessary if mirror
trading is used
Direct setting of the area of
interest by the user
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ATMT + ATR
Staking + high ranking holders
Use of simple functions at AT platform
+ Transmission of immediate notifications
in order from the holders at the higher
ranking
Immediate transmission of the
information related to the area of interest
based on the analysis of user patterns
among the holders at the higher ranking
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The function is provided with priority to the holders at the higher ranking
and then sequentially only to the users who staked a certain quantity or

more to create the demand for tokens and by way of the value of tokens

maintained based on the demand created in this way, the incentives are
provided to the providers of information.

Although all of the functions at the AT platform can be used only with
the staking at the basic level, since it is difficult for the users to screen

the information and trading data in person, the notification is provided
with priority to the users who staked a certain quantity or more and

the holders at the higher ranking. The information related to the area

of interest is transmitted immediately on the basis of the analysis of the
trading patterns of users to allow the use of information as the supporting
indicators for trading.

The most critical factor in trading is the fast access to the information and
the data analyzed. Since they should be received and applied as rapidly

as possible by the minute, it is intended to supply them in sequence from
the users at the top ranking. This will allow the holders of AXT tokens

to use the information provided from the AXT platform to support their
trading. This is compatible with the function of ATMT. Since the response
in real-time for trading is difficult for the users in general, it will be possible

to place the immediate purchase/sale orders by way of ATMT. What is
different from the existing ATMT is that it allows the minimization of delay
in execution of trading by analyzing the trade patterns of the traders

selected by the users through ATR whereas the information of traders
should have been checked individually with the existing system.
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3
AXT
Architecture

3.1 AXT Architecture

On top of the AXT platform, AXT is composed of AT Layer, DCS Layer and
ATMT Layer.

AXT Architeciure
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Mirror trading function

Each layer is organized on the basis of the smart contracts and the actions

taken in each layer are all processed as part of the transactions. In order

to process the transactions, the AXT chain is implemented in the form
of an off-chain and all data recorded in the off-chain are managed after
uploading to the main chain.
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3.2 AXT Flow
AXT Service Flow
Use
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(*) Staking or payment of certain use fee is required in order to use AT.

The users are required to stake a certain quantity or more of ATX tokens or pay the
subscription fees in order to use the information from AT or DCS or execute the trading
based on the system.

If a certain quantity or more of AXT tokens are staked or the subscription

fee is paid, AT can be used or DCS can be utilized without restrictions. In
addition, the mirror trading function can be used immediately based on
the history of user transactions and the trading can be started with ease
by using the indices and indicators provided by DCS.

AXT enhances the value of AXT tokens as well as the value of information

necessary for trading through the continuous reduction of the quantity in

circulation by utilizing the deflation-based token mechanism. The users
can use the trading BOT by paying the AXT tokens and use lots in addition

for the information and indices added as well as the trading function.
It’s of the structure whereby the use quantity increases as the trading

is executed continuously and if a certain quantity is staked, unlimited
functions can be used to boot. If a certain quantity or more is used, the

circulation quantity of tokens is reduced by applying the half value period
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4
Token
Distribution

Total Quantity of Tokens Issued 1,000,000,000 AXT
Development Team
and Advisors (Lock-up)

Sales in accordance with
the plan for sale of tokens
(circulation quantity)

10.0%

Reward and prizes
(Lock-up)

10.0%

30.0%

10.0%

10.0%

15.0%

Allocation
of Tokens

30.0%

35.0%
Partners or institutional
investors (Lock-up)

15.0%

●

●

●

●

●
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Retention by Foundation
(Lockup)

35.0%

Sales in accordance with the plan for sale of tokens
(circulation quantity): 300,000,000 AXT

Retention by Foundation (Lock-up): 350,000,000 AXT

Development Team and Advisors (Lock-up): 100,000,000 AXT
Reward and prizes (Lock-up): 100,000,000 AXT

Partners or institutional investors (Lock-up): 150,000,000 AXT
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5
Road Map

1H of 2020

- Development of main architecture and algorithms
- Development of tokens
- Development of algorithms for on-chain indices

2H of 2020

- Development of AXT trading engine
- Development of AT main indicators and additional
indicators
- Development of DCS

1H of 2021

- Development of ATMT
- Invitation of institutional and individual traders

2H of 2021

- Development of Off-chain
- Linkage with the AXT platform

Comming Soon
Aliance X : AXT
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6
Legal
Disclaimers

Please read carefully all of the contents within these legal disclaimers.
By any chance, if you wish to have more clarified information regarding

the contents of this document, you are kindly recommended to seek the
advice from the legal, financial, tax or other experts.

In regard of the AXT tokens, AllianceX Limited (referred to as ‘we,’ ‘our’
or ‘us’ hereinafter) and its affiliated companies, their related businesses
and the operations thereof, nobody has the authority to provide the
information/explanations apart from the particulars included in this white

paper and even if such information/explanations are provided, they should
not be deemed to have been granted the authority by us or our affiliated
companies or to represent any of them.

Legal Notification
(a) This white paper was distributed for general reference purposes only

in relation to our project as of the time when it was prepared and can be
subjected to further review and amendment. This white paper includes
the latest up-to-date information as of the date recorded on the cover

page but it should be noted that it is not the final version. Subsequent to

the corresponding date, the information recorded in this document can be
changed or updated on an irregular basis.

(b) Nobody assumes the obligation to execute any of the contracts related
to the trading of AXT tokens or the pledges with legal binding effect and

no monies should be paid or received on the basis of this white paper. The
transactions of AXT tokens are carried out solely by way of the contracts

with legal binding effect and the relevant particulars will be provided
separate from this white paper. Should there be any discrepancies
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between the contract and this white paper, the contents of the contract
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shall be applicable with priority.
(c) Under no circumstances should this white paper be interpreted as the

proposal for sale or purchase of tokens by the issuer/distributor/business
entity of AXT tokens nor should the presentation of this white paper or the

document itself serve or be relied upon as the basis of the execution of
contract or the decision for investment.

(d) The AXT tokens are not intended to serve as the securities, the units

of business trust or the units of collective investment plans and the

definitions for each of these follow those specified in the Securities
and Futures Act (Cap. 289) in Singapore or their equivalents in other
competent jurisdiction. Accordingly, this white paper was not provided as

the business plan, prospectus, proposal or any other similar matters and

in no jurisdiction should it be interpreted as the proposal or invitation for

investment such as in the securities, the units of business trust, the units
of collective investment plans or others.

(e) The AXT tokens should not be understood, interpreted, classified

or treated as providing any of the opportunities for the purchaser to
participate or to receive any of the investment revenue/income/payments/
profits or any part of these amounts in relation to AXT tokens or our
platform.

(f) The entirety of this document or any part of it cannot be reproduced,

distributed or disseminated in the jurisdiction where the issuance method
of coins/tokens specified in this white paper is regulated or prohibited.
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(g) The information recorded in this white paper did not undergo the
procedures for review, examination or authorization by the regulatory

authorities. These measures have never been taken in any of the
jurisdictions nor will they in the future either.

(h) If you wish to purchase AXT tokens, they should not be understood,
interpreted, classified or treated as follows.

- Any currencies other than the cryptocurrency
- Bonds or shares issued by any institutions

- The rights, options or derivatives related to these bonds or shares

- The rights as per the contract for settlement of difference or any other

contracts with the purpose, or purporting the purpose, for guarantee of
the investment income or prevention of losses

- The units of securities such as the collective investment plans or business
trust or the derivatives related to any of them

Restrictions in Distribution or Dissemination
(a) The distribution or dissemination of all or part of this white paper may
be prohibited or restricted by the legal or regulatory requirements in some
of the jurisdictions. In case any of the restrictions are applicable, you have

to fully understand, seek the legal or other relevant advice regarding and

comply with the restrictions on your own which are applicable in relation
to the possession of this white paper and we, our employees, agents and

affiliated companies (referred to as ‘we and our affiliated companies’
hereinafter) do not assume any responsibilities in relation to them.
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distribution or dissemination, this white paper or its contents should never

be shared with any other persons by distribution, replication or any other

methods for any purposes and these situations should never be allowed
to occur nor the causes for them should be provided.

Preclusion of Responsibility

(a) AXT tokens and the related services rendered by us or our affiliated

companies are provided ‘as they are’ or ‘as they are allowable’. It is clearly
stated that we and our affiliated companies do not make any explicit/
implicit warranties or representations in regard of the accessibility,

quality, conformity, accuracy, appropriateness, completeness and others

of the AXT tokens and their related services nor do we assume any

responsibilities for the errors, delays, omissions related to them or the
actions taken in reliance on them.

(b) We and our affiliated companies do not represent, warrant, promise

or assert to any agents or individuals the authenticity, accuracy or
completeness in any form including those related to the information
recorded in this white paper.

(c) We and our affiliated companies do not assume the legal responsibilities

for any indirect, special, incidental or consequential losses (including but

not limited to the losses in investment revenue/income/profits, the losses

in use or data and others), whether in contract or tort, which are incurred

in relation to your acceptance of or reliance on all or part of this white
paper and this is applicable to the maximum extent allowable under the
law.
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